What happens
when a voice
for the voiceless
loses their voice?
Digital Locksmiths makes
sure they’re heard.

“
The Situation
Forget the Box is a Montreal-based
independent online media collective striving to
provide a forum for unique voices and viewpoints
that often ﬁnd themselves excluded from the realm
of traditional media and debate. On the eve of a
fundraiser that was to be their “coming-out party”
to the Montreal community, Forgetthebox.net was
hacked. This security breach not only could have had a
chilling eﬀect on the fundraising team; it had the
potential to infect visitors to the site, including writers
and contributors.

The Results
Forget the Box contacted Digital Locksmiths, who, on a
Saturday, went right to work. After spending two hours
diagnosing the problem by phone, Digital Locksmiths’
team dove into Forget The Box’s WordPress site where
they discovered malware inserted into the
programming code which attempted to infect all
incoming visitors.
Digital Locksmiths implemented solutions that not only
brought the site back to a healthy standing, but gave
Forget The Box the peace of mind to host a successful
fundraiser, raise brand awareness, and even enjoy a
well-deserved top three ranking in The Mirror's "Best
of Montreal" annual poll.

The main goal of
our fundraiser was
to create brand
awareness of the
site. The opportunity
to do that would have
been completely lost
if the site had been
hacked when this
event was happening.
Digital Locksmiths not
only answered the call
on a Saturday; they
took our problem
seriously and stayed
in constant contact
with us until our
problem was solved.
It’s tough to raise
funds for a website
that’s supposed to
give voice to the
voiceless . . . when
you’ve lost your
own voice. Thank you
Digital Locksmiths.

”

Why Choose Digital Locksmiths?
Digital Locksmiths secures corporate
and private data whether in the
cloud, on a mobile device, or within
a traditional IT infrastructure. We
evaluate vulnerabilities to threat
across almost any platform, system,
or device, and create customized
solutions. Our broad portfolio of
services makes it easy for our clients
to see where they stand today, and
how they can be better protected
from cyber attacks tomorrow.
Learn more at :
http://www.digitallocksmiths.ca

